IN LOVING MEMORY

We remember and honor the Sigma Kappas we lost since the last time we were together.
ALUMNAE MEMBERS
(in the order of their passing)
Debra received the Sigma Kappa Colby Award for Technology Management in 1996 and was one of the world’s leading authorities on knowledge, innovation, and e-learning processes, plus enterprise transformation.

She authored seminal books in several languages, such as “The Ken Awakening” (1997) and “The Innovation Superhighway” (2003) which has been called “the breakthrough innovation book of the decade.” Debra was a role model for innovative women in business and will be missed.
Past national council member Katherine Dunn Lathrop, *Epsilon*, Syracuse University, passed away at the age of 98. Katherine was a longtime national volunteer for Sigma Kappa and served for eight years on national council.

"Her encouraging enthusiasm and sincere interest in people, especially Sigma Kappas, worked wonders with the nearly 160 alumnae chapters and their enterprises."

Katherine truly exemplified Sigma Kappas values.
Phyllis Markley

*Delta Sigma, Western Illinois University*

Phyllis was a member of national council for eight years, serving as national secretary from 1982-84 and national president from 1984-90. She was a charter board member of the Sigma Kappa Foundation, serving as its president from 1990-92 and trustee from 1989-93.

“Phyllis was a true example of a lifetime member of Sigma Kappa. Her service and dedication to this organization will continue to be an inspiration to us all.”

“It was a pleasure to serve on national council with Phyllis. She was an outstanding president; much was accomplished under her dynamic leadership. It was my privilege to have her as a friend and sister.”
Past National Council Member Aubrye Harris Foote, *Theta Beta*, University of LaVerne served as national vice president for communication from 2014-2016.

National President Sara Seely Chacon, Gamma Alpha, University of Northern Colorado, served with Aubrye on national council and described her as an incredible mentor and friend who brought positivity and passion to all she did as a dedicated volunteer for Sigma Kappa. She felt that Aubrye’s leadership and strong belief in the potential of others greatly impacted the lives of many sisters. Aubrye will be deeply missed. She is survived by her daughter, Brielle.
Dr. Sarah Weddington
*Zeta Nu, University of Texas at San Antonio*

Dr. Weddington was an attorney, legislator, Presidential advisor, professor, author, expert called upon by the national media and institutions of higher learning, and advocate for women’s rights throughout her life.

She was initiated into the Zeta Nu Chapter of Sigma Kappa at the University of Texas at San Antonio as an alumna initiate in 1994 and was a keynote speaker and honored guest at Sigma Kappa’s convention in Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla., in 2018.

Through her organization, The Weddington Center, she worked to get more women into higher leadership positions as well as to encourage more people to become involved in public and volunteer leadership.
Barbara Williams Fenters

_Gamma Gamma, Indiana State University_

Barbara served the Sorority, Foundation and National Housing Corporation during a more than 60-year volunteer career, beginning as a leadership consultant in 1960. Some of her many volunteer positions included Foundation trustee and vice president of finance, national vice president for collegiate chapters, and National Housing Corporation President. She was instrumental in the formation of the National Housing Corporation in 1994.

National Housing Corporation President Susan Willis, _Epsilon Epsilon_, shared, "Barbara's work in establishing the National Housing Corporation put our organization ahead of many of our Panhellenic sisters and helped create a model for many others to follow. Without her hard work and dedication, the NHC would not be what it is today."

National President Ann O'Connell Adams, _Theta_, remembered Barbara as a visionary and a change agent. She said, "I called on Barbara's wise counsel during my presidency for historical context on Sigma Kappa policies, and learned from our conversations about her influence on Sigma Kappa's first significant steps toward diversity and inclusion decades ago."

According to Foundation President Dawn O'Connor, _Tau_, "Barbara very simply could light up any room she entered. She was loving and loyal and had a great Sigma Kappa tale to tell."
COLLEGIATE MEMBERS
(in the order of their passing)
Katherine “Kate” Hunter
 Theta Lambda, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

“Kate was a cherished and beloved member of our sisterhood. She always had a smile on her face – in the boat, on the dance floor, in the kitchen, and in the chapter room on movie nights. It’s hard to picture all of these places without her in them, and we should all consider ourselves incredibly lucky to have had the chance to know her and to be her sorority sister and friend.”

- Madison Darmofal, Theta Lambda Chapter President
Morgan McCoy

*Kappa Alpha,* Northwest Missouri State University

“Morgan was loving, confident, and full of life. She constantly had a smile on her face, and she could light up any room she walked into. Making other people smile brought her so much happiness. She was passionate about helping others, especially children, and she was going to be a phenomenal teacher. Morgan had a huge impact on our chapter, and she will be missed by many.”

- Natalie Zook, *Kappa Alpha* Chapter President
Marissa Murrow

*Delta Chi, University of Central Oklahoma*

“There aren’t enough words to describe Marissa. To attempt to find the words: she was kind, she was selfless, she was graceful, she was intentional, she was compassionate, and, above all, she was your sunshine on a cloudy day. A piece of our hearts left when Marissa did. Our chapter will never be the same – a light is missing from this house. Marissa is the kind of person everyone strives to be.”

- *Delta Chi* Chapter
Ashley Gough
Delta Theta, Truman State University

“Ashley was the sister known for being bright and bubbly. She was able to make everyone she talked to feel so seen, loved, and appreciated. Ashley could put a positive spin on any situation and could make you laugh at even the darkest of times. She was well loved and will be dearly missed.”

- Delta Theta Chapter
Haley Jablonski

*Alpha Delta*, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

“It is with great sadness that *Alpha Delta* mourns the loss of our member, and sweet sister Haley Jablonski. Anyone who was lucky enough to meet Haley knows that she was the kindest, and most easy going soul, and had the brightest smile. We will forever miss our sister, Haley.”

- *Alpha Delta* Chapter
“Keira Dillon was a daughter, best friend, and beloved sister. We will miss her every day. Rest easy our angel.” Keira’s goal was to become a pediatric surgeon. She loved to travel, especially to Lahaina, Maui, with her family, going to the beach, dressing up, shopping, cheer, and children, especially all of her second cousins.

- Theta Omicron Chapter
Victoria Marsh
Close friend of the Theta Delta Chapter, the University of Delaware

“Victoria truly did leave a mark on everyone in Sigma Kappa and brightened up any room she was in with her radiant smile and positive attitude. She will hold such a special place in all of our hearts, and it was such an honor to have known her. Victoria’s story and strength is truly amazing and she was an inspiration to each and every one of us! We will always love you Victoria!”

- Theta Delta Chapter
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- Gloria Goelitz McGann, Alpha
- Carlyn Grutzner Sampson, Alpha
- Nancy Hinckley Hagberg, Alpha
- Edna Miller Mordecai, Alpha
- Sylvia Rice Bechtel, Alpha
- Joanne Kershaw McKeage, Alpha
- Nancy Record Howell, Alpha
- Florence Craig Stanley, Alpha
- Carolyn Woolcock Gaetske, Alpha
- Mary Seward Crafts, Alpha
- Janet West Williams, Alpha
- Jean Sheppard Silva, Alpha
- Alleen Thompson Thompason, Alpha
- Barbara Moore Parsons, Alpha
- Georgia Roy Eustis, Alpha
- Janice Thompson Smith, Alpha
- Jean Roberts Leach, Alpha
- Margaret Mayer MacDonald, Alpha Beta
- Lynn Weigand Ensminger, Alpha Beta
- Elizabeth Bauder Gundlach, Alpha Beta

Sigma Kappa wants to honor all those we lost. If a member is missing from this list email info@sigmakappa.org with details.
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- Valerie Sparkman Merkel, Alpha Delta
- Selma Swearingen Abernathy, Alpha Delta
- Jean Harrison Eller, Alpha Delta
- Janice Eagleton Taylor, Alpha Delta
- Rachel Mayes Givens, Alpha Delta
- Josephine Holt Webb, Alpha Delta
- Jessica Morgan Morgan, Alpha Delta
- Charlotte Atchley Crutchfield, Alpha Delta
- Ethel Grannis Smith, Alpha Delta
- Patricia McCrary Rose, Alpha Delta
- Megan Clift Clift, Alpha Delta
- Corinne Knight Palko, Alpha Delta
- Wilda Strickland Hargett, Alpha Delta
- Judy DeLozier Overbay, Alpha Delta
- Susan Anderson Moore, Alpha Delta
- Carolyn Cox Cate, Alpha Delta
- Patsy Simmons Morris, Alpha Delta
- Sarah Milholen Milholen, Alpha Delta
- Mildred McNeil Hampton, Alpha Delta
- Haley Jablonski Jablonski, Alpha Delta
- Denise Macklin Bennett, Alpha Delta
- La-Nieve Cartwright Coles, Alpha Delta
- Charlene Woody Moore, Alpha Delta
- Rosalee McLean Ratterree, Alpha Epsilon
- Virginia Whitmore Smith, Alpha Epsilon
- Hilary Stach Ziebold, Alpha Epsilon
- Marjorie Hayward Piasecki, Alpha Epsilon
- Betty Proeger Conner, Alpha Epsilon
- Helen Remmers Kintner, Alpha Epsilon
- Mary Untrauer Miller, Alpha Epsilon
- Doreen Buck Brannian, Alpha Epsilon
- Barbara Brewster Knight, Alpha Epsilon
- Barbara Richter Owen, Alpha Epsilon
- Geraldine Ramsey Ramsey, Alpha Epsilon
- Bethine Wilson Cowman, Alpha Epsilon
- Elizabeth Johnson Johnson, Alpha Epsilon
- Judith Eckhart Allred, Alpha Epsilon
- Mary Lou Holdeman Griebel, Alpha Epsilon
- Sharon Packard LaGuardia, Alpha Epsilon
- Lois Sargent Edenburn, Alpha Epsilon
- Ruth Schroeder Rendall, Alpha Epsilon
- Janice Hagen Hagen, Alpha Epsilon
- Mary Horbuckle Marley, Alpha Epsilon
- Melanie Thwing Thwing, Alpha Epsilon
- Norma Bower Beil, Alpha Epsilon
- Julie Johannsen Johannsen, Alpha Epsilon
- Virginia Whitley Hanna, Alpha Epsilon
- Mary Westcott Henry, Alpha Epsilon
- Mary Lothringer Lothringer, Alpha Epsilon
- Judith Pankers Gardner, Alpha Epsilon
- Roseann Halliwell Hutchings, Alpha Epsilon
- Mary Putnam Tuttle, Alpha Eta
- Katherine Girton Eaton, Alpha Eta
- Barbara Boysen Fierce, Alpha Eta
- Barbara Bruntlett Coatey, Alpha Eta
- Elizabeth Bruce Fick, Alpha Eta
- Ruth Henrici Robertson, Alpha Eta
- Janet Hougen Steel, Alpha Gamma
- Marilyn Riggs Joyce, Alpha Gamma
- Elizabeth Anderson VonBacho, Alpha Gamma
- Janet Yelle John, Alpha Gamma
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Jacquelyn Greenough Ostervold, Alpha Nu
Thrine Reed Crain, Alpha Nu
Holly Hadaway Campbell, Alpha Omega
Janet Morrow Bates, Alpha Omega
Ellen Robinson McKinley, Alpha Omicron
Joyce Berry Harris, Alpha Omicron
Dortha Ediger Ediger, Alpha Omicron
Risha Malotke Schodlbauer, Alpha Omicron
Jeanne Swanson Miller, Alpha Omicron
Fay Moore Carter, Alpha Omicron
Pollyann Longnecker VanNatta, Alpha Omicron
Rhona Leake Clarke, Alpha Omicron
Adeline Oliver McElroy, Alpha Omicron
Emily Ord Kruzan, Alpha Omicron
Darlene Noggle Reynolds, Alpha Omicron
Beverly Krause Blum, Alpha Omicron
June Harlan Fee, Alpha Omicron
Geraldine Miller Stumpus, Alpha Omicron
Klyda Bertelson Bertelson, Alpha Omicron
Beverly Satchwell Cooney, Alpha Omicron
Marilyn Taylor Oakes, Alpha Omicron
Virginia Bramham Freeman, Alpha Omicron
Patricia Quinn McKinley, Alpha Phi
Kathleen Stryker Thompson, Alpha Phi
Jacqueline Morris Meece, Alpha Phi
Lois Ross Ross, Alpha Phi
Barbara Shaw Hart, Alpha Phi
Sunny Stanke Anderson, Alpha Phi
Jean Cave Haldorson, Alpha Phi
Maxine Sicard Fitzgerald, Alpha Phi
Dessie Dierdorff Hodges, Alpha Phi
Teri Firm Firm, Alpha Phi
Carol Carver Benson, Alpha Phi
Carol Adams Yonker, Alpha Phi
Carley Hayden Sullivan, Alpha Phi
Betsy Woods Thomas, Alpha Phi
Eddythe Greaves Glenn, Alpha Phi
Beverly Ure Morris, Alpha Phi
Maureen Church Russell, Alpha Phi
Virginia Gerseny Gerseny, Alpha R
Mary Whitney Wentz, Alpha Psi
Ethel Jones Swink, Alpha Psi
Elaine Abbott Abbott, Alpha Psi
Elizabeth Bordeaux Bordeaux, Alpha Psi
Harriet Boddie Childs, Alpha Psi
Mary McLeod Grover, Alpha Psi
Ann Price Hamm, Alpha Psi
Marion Copeland Michalove, Alpha Psi
Cora Young Marshall, Alpha Psi
Jean Forester Dugger, Alpha Rho
Claudia Chappell Pierce, Alpha Rho
Beatrice Kimsey Davis, Alpha Rho
Barbara Smith White, Alpha Sigma
Jane White Sturm, Alpha Sigma
Arlyne Roemer Russell, Alpha Sigma
Marjorie Glenn Axe, Alpha Sigma
Helen Francis Donaldson, Alpha Sigma
Patricia Quigley Iverson, Alpha Sigma
Joan Bodner Bowman, Alpha Sigma
Florence Thompson Babcock, Alpha Sigma
Stacie Klick Klick, Alpha Sigma
Margaret Sloan Sloan, Alpha Sigma
Joan Antis Proper, Alpha Sigma
Joan Perry Gregg, Alpha Sigma
Barbara Dawson Sampson, Alpha Sigma
Patricia Snyder Cruickshank, Alpha Sigma
Joanne Bretsnnyder Polacok, Alpha Sigma
Eleanor Tiberio Pershing, Alpha Sigma
Susanne Rumbold Osmer, Alpha Tau
Louise Bush Leonard, Alpha Tau
Althea Wilcox Gibson, Alpha Tau
Mary Schuyler Narum, Alpha Tau
Dalsa Goodwin Goodwin, Alpha Tau
Paula Davidson Balfour, Alpha Tau
Mary Peet Graham, Alpha Tau
Sarah Cline Baynes, Alpha Tau
Lila Cook Otto, Alpha Tau
Mary Luft Visser, Alpha Tau
Darlene Willard Pontello, Alpha Tau
Janet MaCeachin Wagstaff, Alpha Tau
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- Carolyn Earhart Leeds, Alpha Tau
- Elizabeth Sell Sell, Alpha Tau
- Virginia Quiroz Barck, Alpha Tau
- Patricia Wise Baker, Alpha Tau
- Jeanna Willard Honer, Alpha Tau
- Mary Jo Senese Kirsten, Alpha Tau
- Betty Gase Rabaut, Alpha Tau
- Audrey Lagesen Wilson, Alpha Tau
- Jacqueline Taylor Upham, Alpha Tau
- Maxine Munich Howerton, Alpha Theta
- Mary Bash Kent, Alpha Theta
- Julia Wellman Ringmacher, Alpha Theta
- Mary Jones Green, Alpha Theta
- Jeanne Drabnick O’Neil, Alpha Theta
- Dorothy Zapp Brown, Alpha Theta
- Frances Harding Harding, Alpha Theta
- Joan Klapheke Gering, Alpha Theta
- Mary Sauer Hendriks, Alpha Theta
- Gail Ulferts Ulferts, Alpha Theta
- Marie Peyton Shogren, Alpha Theta
- Miguel Hoffman Temple, Alpha Theta
- Shirley Kretschmer Johnston, Alpha Theta
- Martha Diebold Davis, Alpha Theta
- Lorene Cherol Beavin, Alpha Theta
- Betty Ashbury Jones, Alpha Theta
- Margaret Huber Corcoran, Alpha Theta
- Elizabeth Dalton Baumann, Alpha Theta
- Rosemary Mathews Boone, Alpha Theta
- Doris Stockhoff Wheeler, Alpha Theta
- Diane Giannini Evans, Alpha Theta
- Jayne Beasley Simcoe, Alpha Theta
- Barbara Cullen Cullen, Alpha Theta
- Marsha Hewitt Kelly, Alpha Theta
- Jean Barnhill Treitz, Alpha Theta
- Michelle Grant Rudovich, Alpha Theta
- Eddythe Lepping Pitzer, Alpha Theta
- Carolyn Wilson Brown, Alpha Theta
- Lorilee Browne Browne, Alpha Xi
- Deann McWhinney Sherlock, Alpha Xi
- Jane Wurz Wurz, Alpha Zeta
- Elizabeth Kunz Holmes, Alpha Zeta
- Roberta Kaufman Delaney, Alpha Zeta
- Aleta Getman Huston, Alpha Zeta
- Eleanor Munch Munch, Alpha Zeta
- Nancy Knipe Lemons, Alpha Zeta
- Beverly Fuller Parsons, Alpha Zeta
- Marjorie Hall Davis, Alpha Zeta
- Margaret Wood Simpson, Alpha Zeta
- Phyllis Fish Hughes, Alpha Zeta
- Joan Dutton Holloway, Alpha Zeta
- Florence SwenkBritting, Alpha Zeta
- Eunice Shepard Barnes, Alpha Zeta
- Betty Fujii Hirozawa, Alpha Zeta
- Joanne Gully Dewolf, Alpha Zeta
- Barbara Orman Orman, Alpha Zeta
- Helen Wells Evans, Alpha Zeta
- Margaret DeForest Csegel, Alpha Zeta
- Pauline Symonds Eschweiler, Alpha Zeta
- Roberta Pierson Fernow, Alpha Zeta
- Beverly Lunde Nobes, Beta Chi
- Helen Tierney Zavertnik, Beta Delta
- Gloria Kleber Johnson, Beta Delta
- Thespo George Portafekas, Beta Delta
- Judith Booher Black, Beta Delta
- Jean Ralls Hopler, Beta Delta
- Dorothea Dankes Flinn, Beta Delta
- Linda Herron Ross, Beta Delta
- Patricia Brown Cochran, Beta Epsilon
- Lou Penland Penland, Beta Epsilon
- Helen Ford Kaufmann, Beta Epsilon
- Billie Rhea Corley, Beta Epsilon
- Emma McLaurin Allen, Beta Epsilon
- Martha Lewis Kinnaird, Beta Epsilon
- Linda Adams Adams, Beta Epsilon
- Linda Gerber Adams, Beta Epsilon
- Evelyn VanHookJames, Beta Epsilon
- Bonnie Holstead Holstead, Beta Epsilon
- Joe Ann Monzinho Schultz, Beta Epsilon
- Regina Smith Cope Beckham, Beta Epsilon
- Patricia Easter Hinton, Beta Epsilon
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- Nancy Stevenson Brown, Beta Epsilon
- Joy Bernhardt Bates, Beta Epsilon
- Virginia Defreese Simmons, Beta Epsilon
- Shelby Meek Gladney, Beta Epsilon
- Doris Jeter Jeter, Beta Epsilon
- Patricia Blankenship Ray, Beta Epsilon
- Enid Jordan Fordham, Beta Epsilon
- Lisa Harris Dupree, Beta Epsilon
- Ruth Read Read Calhoun, Beta Epsilon
- Gwen Bagley Klotz, Beta Epsilon
- Doris Shaw Thorpe, Beta Epsilon
- Carol Salling Hatcher, Beta Epsilon
- Helen Clotilde McCasland Bains, Beta Epsilon
- Jayne Hodge Black, Beta Epsilon
- Kimberly Kilgore Kilgore, Beta Epsilon
- Jo Ann Frasier Barham, Beta Epsilon
- Kristy Cathey Salter, Beta Epsilon
- Marjorie Brett Day, Beta Eta
- Joyce Williams Tawney, Beta Eta
- Barbara Cushing Anderson, Beta Eta
- Barbara Cushing Anderson, Beta Eta
- Charleen Bearce Lambert, Beta Eta
- Charleen Bearce Lambert, Beta Eta
- Gloria Bonazzoli Welzel, Beta Eta
- Ruth Carey Carey, Beta Eta
- Ruth Carey Carey, Beta Eta
- Rachel Bourdon Bourdon, Beta Eta
- Louise Gillis Gillis, Beta Eta
- Frances Hatch Hatch, Beta Eta
- Joan Jahn Jahn, Beta Eta
- Jane Dockerty Ross, Beta Eta
- Diana Krikorian Brosnan, Beta Eta
- Doris Joy McGuinness, Beta Eta
- Barbara Burke Svancar, Beta Eta
- Marjorie Watson Dudley, Beta Eta
- Margherita Rubino Cunningham, Beta Eta
- Jackie Buck Grayson, Beta Eta
- Carol Grady Morris, Beta Eta
- Bette Baker Jennings, Beta Eta
- Margaret Evans Peterson, Beta Eta
- Andrea Pinkul Pedersen, Beta Eta
- Carol Tarr Cox, Beta Eta
- Jean Breyer Wentworth, Beta Eta
- Jean Breyer Wentworth, Beta Eta
- Jean Semon Raymond, Beta Eta
- Jean Semon Raymond, Beta Eta
- Shirley Hathaway McGrath, Beta Eta
- Barbara Bullock Jones, Beta Eta
- Barbara Bullock Jones, Beta Eta
- Charlotte Geletka Brown, Beta Eta
- Priscilla Gaffney Sherman, Beta Eta
- Jean Waterhouse McMillen, Beta Eta
- Jean Waterhouse McMillen, Beta Eta
- Kathleen Watson Marshall, Beta Gamma
- Jean Hutchinson Bernhart, Beta Iota
- Marylane Burkhardt Conner, Beta Iota
- Marylane Burkhardt Conner, Beta Iota
- Lynna Kanney Spornick, Beta Iota
- Amelia Hoffmann Moffit, Beta Iota
- Sara-ann Lance Lance, Beta Iota
- Gail Whiteman Shelton, Beta Iota
- Nancy Kumler Martin, Beta Kappa
- Elizabeth Harris Harris, Beta Kappa
- Barbara Hines Wuertz, Beta Kappa
- Barbara Hines Wuertz, Beta Kappa
- Mary-Anne Jones Anderson, Beta Kappa
- Marilyn Rehm Hartsell, Beta Kappa
- Shirley Finley Doll, Beta Kappa
- Shirley Finley Doll, Beta Kappa
- Dolores Kavan Kelly, Beta Kappa
- Nadine Heckel Greiner, Beta Kappa
- Mary Williams Mortenson, Beta Lambda
- Doris Christofferson Morawetz, Beta Lambda
- Colleen Heileson Wilson, Beta Lambda
- Karen Jensen Wiese, Beta Lambda
- Shirley Heslip Simper, Beta Lambda
- Constance Stock Francom, Beta Lambda
- Frances Nutter Nutter, Beta Lambda
- Frankie Coomer Coomer, Beta Lambda
- Betty Wight Barker Bowne, Beta Lambda
- Yvonne Rippon Sears, Beta Lambda
- Joanne Rollins Adams, Beta Lambda
- Jean Hoelscher Terhune, Beta Lambda
- Kaytherine Heinze Denton, Beta Lambda
- Elaine Cummings Perkins, Beta Lambda
- Patricia McDonald Baker, Beta Lambda
- Barbara Brown Statos, Beta Lambda
- Kay Walters Casassa, Beta Mu
- Ceara Flowers Perkins, Beta Mu
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- Shirley Miller Turner, *Beta Mu*
- Helen Ogle Salter, *Beta Mu*
- Shirley Scherz Harpole, *Beta Mu*
- Marilyn Conover Gioielli, *Beta Mu*
- Donna Moore O’Laughlin, *Beta Mu*
- Patricia Sherwood Czerwinski, *Beta Mu*
- Monica Miller Miller, *Beta Mu*
- Mary York Gregory, *Beta Mu*
- Ina Biringer Woodworth, *Beta Mu*
- Nancy Diemer Shevokas, *Beta Mu*
- Patricia Echternkamp Zander, *Beta Mu*
- Karen Knippel Hibbard, *Beta Nu*
- Shirley Hartwell Pletkovich, *Beta Nu*
- Jane Miller Schweitzer, *Beta Nu*
- Nancy Krei Kesseler, *Beta Nu*
- Harriet Schweitzer Wanner, *Beta Nu*
- Edna Bennett Grube, *Beta Nu*
- Mary Jo Hatfield Howells, *Beta Nu*
- Janet Lang Hill, *Beta Nu*
- Judy Reiter Robison, *Beta Nu*
- Mary Daglas Harris, *Beta Nu*
- Eloise Miller Krause, *Beta Nu*
- Patricia Demling Barr, *Beta Nu*
- Rosemary Thornton Norton, *Beta Nu*
- Dolors Adams Ross, *Beta Nu*
- Mary Wickert Stafford, *Beta Nu*
- Mary Holl Filer, *Beta Nu*
- Susan Orten Adams, *Beta Nu*
- Mary May Law, *Beta Nu*
- Nancy Rosenberg Borenstein, *Beta Nu*
- Mary Shively Baker, *Beta Nu*
- Audrey Madison Dvonch, *Beta Nu*
- Dorothy Wilkins McKenna, *Beta Nu*
- Jan Saville Pipkin, *Beta Nu*
- Mary Kupper Landis, *Beta Nu*
- Bonnie Kundel Boltz, *Beta Omega*
- Patricia Divis Divis, *Beta Omega*
- Betty New Jespersen, *Beta Omega*
- Marlene Rogers Kelly, *Beta Omega*
- Lua Johnson Fisher, *Beta Pi*
- Joan Nehlsen Andress, *Beta Pi*
- Vivian Shaw Wagner, *Beta Pi*
- Carolyn Boles Mills, *Beta Psi*
- Marian Jett Ricketts, *Beta Psi*
- Marilyn Marsden Marsden, *Beta Psi*
- Christian VandenBerg Winitzky, *Beta Psi*
- Linda Hamilton Douglas, *Beta Psi*
- Carol Krebs Koehler, *Beta Psi*
- Alyce Gray Rieck, *Beta Psi*
- Carol Davies Levinski, *Beta Rho*
- Lynn Selbach Allen, *Beta Rho*
- Arlene Werner Hanson, *Beta Rho*
- Rhoda Covington Bruett, *Beta Rho*
- Marysue Wilson Chapman, *Beta Rho*
- Catherine Phillips Luers, *Beta Rho*
- Carol Soldavini Thompson, *Beta Rho*
- Elizabeth Schnitker Rockhold, *Beta Rho*
- Carol Plaus Youmans, *Beta Rho*
- Dulce Grigg Helstrom, *Beta Rho*
- Suzanne Anderson Welch, *Beta Rho*
- Linda Irby Studer, *Beta Rho*
- Marlene Tolle Miley, *Beta Rho*
- Sandra Sessions Manson, *Beta Rho*
- Sue Fuller Irwin, *Beta Rho*
- Myra Faul Schleich, *Beta Rho*
- Charlene Owen Frazier, *Beta Rho*
- Marianne Gertsch Curry, *Beta Rho*
- Judith Coleman Lanini, *Beta Rho*
- Marilyn Thompson Cummins, *Beta Rho*
- Toni Mark Hicks, *Beta Sigma*
- Judith Dunn Schwuchow, *Beta Sigma*
- Joyce Warren Goff, *Beta Sigma*
- Deborah Cameron Vian, *Beta Sigma*
- Florence Rush Rush, *Beta Sigma*
- Pauline Ban Baumgartner, *Beta Sigma*
- Suzanne Pope Donelson, *Beta Sigma*
- Karen Westfall Van Hine, *Beta Sigma*
- Marilyn Kropff Kropff, *Beta Sigma*
- Lorraine Klebeck Klebeck, *Beta Sigma*
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Sue Mekemson Nickel, Beta Sigma
Adele Eichorn Day, Beta Sigma
Helen Stichnoth Lidstone, Beta Sigma
Anne Chilberg Dales, Beta Sigma
Louise Sellers Koger, Beta Sigma
Donna Langner Gould, Beta Sigma
Lola Potts Williams, Beta Sigma
Diane Hankins Wallenmeyer, Beta Sigma
Margaret Samuelson Walker, Beta Sigma
Barbara Dreher Wappner, Beta Sigma
Martha McCool Lynch, Beta Sigma
Mary Kull Hopkins, Beta Sigma
Elaine Tolnitch Lozier, Beta Sigma
Mary Elias Elias, Beta Sigma
Ellianne Rider Odom, Beta Sigma
Arlene Short Kastler, Beta Sigma
Amy Poor Sparks, Beta Sigma
Nancy Morrison Williams, Beta Tau
Dorothy Johnson Suber, Beta Tau
Doris Magwood Patterson, Beta Tau
Debra Tingley McCroskey, Beta Tau
Mary Garner Hagler, Beta Tau
Rhoda Janes Kilbourn, Beta Tau
Claire Torrans Hickey, Beta Tau
Susan Charles Fraser, Beta Tau
Mary Mumbauer Mumbauer, Beta Tau
Agnes Callaway Piper, Beta Tau
Sandra Peterson Francis, Beta Tau
Caroline Keil Keil, Beta Tau
Karen Morrow Morrow, Beta Tau
Martha Morris Marsh, Beta Tau
Marilyn King King, Beta Tau
Mary DeWolf Hurt, Beta Tau
Sharon McIlvain Brantley, Beta Tau
Patricia Walworth Wood, Beta Theta
Elizabeth Yankeelov Legg, Beta Theta
Sara Sutton Cook, Beta Theta
Cora Huntsman King, Beta Theta
Phyllis Price Dean, Beta Theta
Eileen McKibben Gabrielson, Beta Theta
Judith Tilton Tilton, Beta Theta
Joan Ohiheiser Craney, Beta Theta
Jean Gallt Fisher, Beta Theta
Janet Zonker Reed, Beta Theta
Margaret Bird Bird, Beta Theta
Juliette Dereochie Lewis, Beta Theta
Susan Barraclough Barraclough, Beta Upsilon
Virginia McQuade Bridgewater, Beta Upsilon
Marilyn McCarroll Wilson, Beta Upsilon
Wendy Hoskinson Hoskinson, Beta Upsilon
Betty Mahoney Atkinson, Beta Upsilon
Fay Hammerman Goodman, Beta Upsilon
Arlene Lukso Radio, Beta Upsilon
Martha Teeters Ford, Beta Upsilon
Elaine Burkhart Greenlee, Beta Upsilon
Brenda Evans Holzapfel, Beta Upsilon
Tillie Rooney Rooney, Beta Upsilon
Carol Sissea Hoge, Beta Upsilon
Joan Miller Fritz, Beta Upsilon
Cheryl Peterson Peterson, Beta Upsilon
Karen Hansen Garmon, Beta Upsilon
Susan Cindric Palisin, Beta Upsilon
Shirley Jones Gillette, Beta Xi
Frederica Gibson White, Beta Xi
Anne Desaix Robertson, Beta Xi
Mary Purser Mitchell, Beta Xi
Mary Dietzel Latimer, Beta Xi
Janice Moore Carter, Beta Xi
Wilma Mooney Tate, Beta Xi
Janice Hall Bales, Beta Xi
Alma Canada Carney, Beta Xi
Leslie Roane Roane, Beta Zeta
Carole Sheehan Sheehan, Beta Zeta
Ann Woods Higgins, Beta Zeta
Irene Radziminski Pula, Beta Zeta
Miriam Turner Holliday, Beta Zeta
Joan Darby Hosley, Beta Zeta
Katherine Murgia Steinouer, Beta Zeta
Betsy Stafford Neff, Beta Zeta
Christine Rohrer Carruthers-Doub, Beta Zeta
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- Janet Murphy Murphy, Beta Zeta
- Beulah Morsberger Coffey, Beta Zeta
- Nora Valmos Caloyianis, Beta Zeta
- Catherine Mifflin Matheny, Beta Zeta
- Betsy Bowman Thigpen, Beta Zeta
- Marilyn Paine Webber, Delta
- Marilyn Paine Webber, Delta
- Tiffany Dillard Dillard, Delta
- Stephanie Shternberg Shternberg, Delta
- Claire Butler Butler, Delta
- Alice Leon Trainor, Delta
- Marie Sansone Volpe, Delta
- Michelle Veilleux Whalley, Delta
- Elizabeth Dulong Rosell, Delta
- Joanne Paradowski Vania, Delta
- Eleanor Standley Reed, Delta
- Joanne Loose Brown, Delta
- Barbara Williams Daniels, Delta
- Joyce Clevinger Pennington, Delta Beta
- Sue Ellen Castle Rasmussen, Delta Beta
- Karen Stanek Johnston, Delta Beta
- Allyson Morgan Morgan, Delta Beta
- Nancy Shimp Fredekling, Delta Beta
- Betty Lamb Baumgardner, Delta Beta
- Jenny Johnson Arthur, Delta Beta
- Marda Wilson Wilson, Delta Beta
- June Acker Deal, Delta Beta
- Bobetta Looper Witten-Roberson, Delta Chi
- Janice Street Street, Delta Chi
- Marilyn Aldredge Bouchelle, Delta Chi
- Paula Umphers Umphers, Delta Chi
- Rosalyn Richard Forsythe, Delta Chi
- Donna Hall Wilkinson, Delta Chi
- Janis Robinson Storms, Delta Chi
- Harriett Craig Craig, Delta Chi
- Paula Richey Richey, Delta Chi
- Marissa Murrow Murrow, Delta Chi
- Franka King Jiminez, Delta Chi
- Hunter Mercer Mercer, Delta Chi
- Sharon Williams Dwyer, Delta Chi
- Sandra Lott Collins, Delta Chi
- Nancy Windiate Hanna, Delta Delta
- Anne Endres Wilson, Delta Delta
- Ann Steinke Morton, Delta Delta
- Barbara Broughton Bird, Delta Delta
- Amber Lockwood Jackson, Delta Delta
- Ardis Wingeier Westie, Delta Delta
- Anne Hassey Anderson, Delta Delta
- Barbara Bentley Dailey, Delta Delta
- Beverly Foyt Binkowski, Delta Delta
- Janet Mustard Gilliland, Delta Epsilon
- May Gregory Sheppard, Delta Epsilon
- Martha Lee Hays Parks, Delta Epsilon
- Suzanne Dalton Lutz, Delta Epsilon
- Ruby Biewener Kadel, Delta Epsilon
- Karen Marmie Becker, Delta Epsilon
- Elinor Shaw Osborn, Delta Epsilon
- Sandra Hetrick Hetrick, Delta Epsilon
- Donna Harding Richey, Delta Eta
- Eugenia Henry Eberting, Delta Eta
- Jennifer Stokes Fitzpatrick, Delta Eta
- Shirley Moore Leslie, Delta Eta
- Carol Shikles Bland, Delta Eta
- Jacque Snider Snider, Delta Eta
- Marilyn Mansur Boyd, Delta Eta
- Louise Gray Rhodes, Delta Eta
- Virginia Johnson Hamilton, Delta Eta
- Judith Tittle Frost, Delta Eta
- Phoebe Owen Sill, Delta Eta
- Dolores Mansur Kitterman, Delta Eta
- Oleta Manske Peters, Delta Gamma
- Kathy Campbell Long, Delta Gamma
- Jacqueline Nugent Leeper, Delta Gamma
- Kathryn Keeney Hughes, Delta Gamma
- Alexis Winkler Halliday, Delta Iota
- Peggy Chiles Ellis, Delta Iota
- Marilyn Moore Branscomb, Delta Iota
- Phyllis Snow Bartram, Delta Iota
- Diane Naegeli Naegeli, Delta Iota
- Jean Perucca Brown, Delta Iota
- Margaret Morehead Travis, Delta Iota
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- Henrietta Bratten Starkey, Delta Iota
- G Maselli Schuessler, Delta Iota
- Martha Reimann Ulrich, Delta Kappa
- Patricia Legler Bronenberg, Delta Kappa
- Elizabeth Sneddon Grahl, Delta Lambda
- Donna Gillespie Murphree, Delta Lambda
- Elizabeth Nunneley Bow, Delta Lambda
- Jean Sugrue Rusing, Delta Lambda
- Mildred Gepford Hackett, Delta Lambda
- Marie Eldon Dodson, Delta Lambda
- Jacqueline Kirsten Conlon, Delta Lambda
- Ernestine Ildza Young, Delta Lambda
- Elaine Neukam Bell, Delta Lambda
- Donna Bush Whitaker, Delta Mu
- Leila Eddy Eddy, Delta Mu
- Sandra Stabler Howard, Delta Nu
- Elizabeth Sexton Sexton, Delta Nu
- Nancy Walnes Brake, Delta Nu
- Sara Oliver Smith, Delta Nu
- Carol Boley Rideout, Delta Nu
- Patia Truitt Theisen, Delta Nu
- Barbara Barnes Sherman, Delta Nu
- Judith Engeldrum Eggers, Delta Omega
- Kathleen Nevin Moston, Delta Omega
- Judith Hunger Latella, Delta Omega
- Charlotte Stoney Winsheimer, Delta Omega
- Jane Stephenson Valcoure, Delta Omicron
- Regina Wennihan Henrickson, Delta Omicron
- Elta Mickey Steinshouer, Delta Omicron
- Mary Winsor Bartholomew, Delta Omicron
- Joan Beedy Henry, Delta Omicron
- Diane Klein Niles, Delta Omicron
- Mary DeMary Demary, Delta Phi
- Sylvia Opdahl Opdahl, Delta Pi
- Karen Grieco Wilt, Delta Pi
- Joan Place Rudisill, Delta Pi
- Wendy Beavers Coombs, Delta Pi
- Gabrielle Heming Heming, Delta Pi
- Kerie Mecca Mecca, Delta Pi
- Carolyn Casteel Wynne, Delta Psi
- Samantha Hanson Hanson, Delta Psi
- R. Carolyn Wallace Wallace, Delta Psi
- Carol Manzie Fournier, Delta Psi
- Harriet Berkley Williams, Delta Rho
- Sherrill Carden Quigley, Delta Rho
- Debra Wood Turner, Delta Rho
- Nancy Cloud Wilson, Delta Rho
- Barbara Jacobs Harvell, Delta Rho
- Andrea Erion Erion, Delta Sigma
- Phyllis Harris Markley, Delta Sigma
- Mary Jackson Norvell, Delta Sigma
- Mary Dikeman Webster, Delta Sigma
- Emily Belouski Bruner, Delta Sigma
- Nancy Curry Garrett, Delta Sigma
- Susan Wehrmeister Semeizer, Delta Sigma
- Meg Theno Theno, Delta Sigma
- Donna Foster Harrell, Delta Sigma
- Barbara Harpman Bruntington, Delta Sigma
- Linda Mogge Mogge, Delta Sigma
- Sarah Guidinger Daniel, Delta Sigma
- Wanda Moon Davis, Delta Tau
- Kimberly Johnson Selig, Delta Tau
- Mary Covington Moix, Delta Tau
- Rhonda Fielder Wagonn, Delta Tau
- Debbie Sacco Sacco, Delta Tau
- Julie Dornblaser Dornblaser, Delta Tau
- Mary Jackson Christopherson, Delta Theta
- Julia Bextermiller Bryan, Delta Theta
- Barbara Mabbee Spidle, Delta Theta
- Sara Shuford Glidden, Delta Theta
- Creola Skinner Jones, Delta Theta
- Susannah Rieder Lindsay, Delta Theta
- Ashley Gough Gough, Delta Theta
- Andrya DeGarmo Deghelder, Delta Upsilon
- Martha Byrd Byrd, Delta Upsilon
- Juanita Cannon Cannon, Delta Upsilon
- Judith Hundley Hundley, Delta Upsilon
- Annabelle Gillman Massey, Delta Upsilon
- Pamela McDonald McLaughlin, Delta Upsilon
- Cynthia Moser Genzler, Delta Upsilon
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Julie Angotti Blackwell, Delta Upsilon
Vicki Weaver Gray, Delta Upsilon
Marilyn Offutt Atwater, Delta Upsilon
Ann Sweeney Barrett, Delta Zeta
Paula Peterson Platter, Delta Zeta
Elizabeth Abbott Abbott, Delta Zeta
Ann Sweeney Barrett, Delta Zeta
Paula Peterson Platter, Delta Zeta
Elizabeth Abbott Abbott, Delta Zeta
Mary Gasbar Capecelatro, Epsilon
Marianne O'Connor Street, Epsilon
Margaretta Levee Mitchell, Epsilon
Janice Estey Cornell, Epsilon
Patricia Taylor Reed, Epsilon
Eleanor Wittkuhns Hubbard, Epsilon
Patricia Ryan Jones, Epsilon
Carol Reiner Motyka-Miller, Epsilon
Sunny Coyne Dickinson, Epsilon
Susan Banta Banta, Epsilon
Voula Vassos Ardell, Epsilon
Marilyn Bush Conley, Epsilon
Patricia Crosby De Groot, Epsilon
Ellen Wallace Darr, Epsilon
Katherine Dunn Lathrop, Epsilon
Barbara Gilpin Gilpin, Epsilon Alpha
Nancy Rafferty Pyle, Epsilon Beta
Cherie Beck Harp, Epsilon Beta
Susan Lenfant Brown, Epsilon Beta
Pamela Klimm Mito, Epsilon Beta
Nancy Lane Becker, Epsilon Chi
Carol Curry Lamb, Epsilon Chi
Sheila Mahon Morgan, Epsilon Delta
Judith Rile Rile, Epsilon Delta
Norma McElhaney Romberger, Epsilon Delta
Tamara Andrew Dailey, Epsilon Epsilon
Lynn Cordaro Wyatt, Epsilon Epsilon
Margaret Hadley Wing, Epsilon Epsilon
Deborah Dennis Dennis, Epsilon Epsilon
Laura Parrish Parrish, Epsilon Epsilon
Jeanne Leatherman Stillwell, Epsilon Eta
Elizabeth Aaron Aaron, Epsilon Eta
Emily Miller Miller, Epsilon Eta
Diane Wood Wood, Epsilon Kappa
Susan Wright Reilly, Epsilon Kappa
Kristi Morris Morris, Epsilon Lambda
Joan Hoffman Hoffman, Epsilon Lambda
Melanie Hawse Long, Epsilon Mu
Linda Spencer Hope, Epsilon Mu
Katharine Anderson Anderson, Epsilon Nu
Paige Wilson Dearden, Epsilon Omega
Judith Kaufus Wells, Epsilon Omicron
Helen Carpenter Ginger, Epsilon Omicron
Holly Boord Balash, Epsilon Psi
Pamela Bierman Bierman, Epsilon Psi
Lynne Andreyck Marr, Epsilon Tau
Carolyn Frate Frate, Epsilon Tau
Mary Villemarette Melder, Epsilon Theta
Cheryl Fisher Fowler, Epsilon Upsilon
Jessica Obert Obert, Epsilon Zeta
Marci Bumalough Robinson, Epsilon Zeta
Alisa Powell Powell, Epsilon Zeta
Diane Weigel Hunton, Epsilon Zeta
Carolyn Johnson Thomas, Epsilon Zeta
Paula Shelton Miller, Epsilon Zeta
Mary Walz Parrish, Epsilon Zeta
Anna Simpson Simpson, Epsilon Zeta
Alanna Whittle Preussner, Eta
Sandi Barr Noren, Eta
Eileen Hollyfo Leach, Eta
Elinor Scott Rook, Eta
Parthenia Parker Cavin-Peacock, Eta
Patricia Washburn Smith, Eta
Lois Barbel Anderson, Eta
Patricia Weir Keel, Eta
Vivian Sheets Jones, Eta
Betty Todnem Caldwell, Eta
Lou Ann Wayland Young, Eta
Dolores Penfound Desormey, Eta
Linda Cwynar Cwynar, Eta
Dorothy Brown Orloff, Eta
Julie Bauman Swango, Eta
Alice Frederick Redding, Eta
Marilyn Williams Danforth, Eta
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- Barbara Toy Toy, Gamma Delta
- Martha Gannoe Haas, Gamma Delta
- Paula Holl Heaps, Gamma Delta
- Joyce Barner Bischoff, Gamma Delta
- Marilyns Greiner Johnson, Gamma Delta
- Pamela Worrell King, Gamma Epsilon
- Barbara Emerick Miller, Gamma Epsilon
- Nancy Penney Penney, Gamma Epsilon
- Louise Alexander Pecsenye, Gamma Epsilon
- Carol Rogers Morse, Gamma Epsilon
- Nancy Mills Lipniskis, Gamma Epsilon
- Marilyn Burke August, Gamma Epsilon
- Mona Brown Beatty, Gamma Epsilon
- Donna Orr Anderson, Gamma Epsilon
- Nancy Potts Hutton, Gamma Epsilon
- Myrtle Spires Reichard, Gamma Epsilon
- Joanne Mauchline Rowley, Gamma Epsilon
- Bonnie Robbins Rafferty, Gamma Epsilon
- Twila Landman DeCarlo, Gamma Epsilon
- Mary Berish Grove, Gamma Epsilon
- Carole Hackney Kennedy, Gamma Epsilon
- Lois Sellers Johnson, Gamma Eta
- Josephine Byrd Lehman, Gamma Eta
- Margaret Fishero Woods, Gamma Eta
- Carol Freeman Letterman, Gamma Eta
- Mary Baker Smith, Gamma Eta
- Doris Bricker Mote, Gamma Eta
- Janice Underdown Auxier, Gamma Eta
- Gayla Fleming Simons, Gamma Eta
- Emily Whitehead Curry, Gamma Eta
- Lorraine Bielski Roberts, Gamma Gamma
- Alice Lloyd Everly, Gamma Gamma
- Margaret Boyce Boyce, Gamma Gamma
- Marthann Bush Markle, Gamma Gamma
- Louise Orgon Finnane, Gamma Gamma
- Charlene Neumaster Maas, Gamma Gamma
- Debra Cogan Ford, Gamma Gamma
- Betty Peak Learn, Gamma Gamma
- Linda Brown Trout, Gamma Gamma
- Marilyn Garrigus Harrold, Gamma Gamma
- Hilda Aishe Aishe, Gamma Gamma
- Louise Varro Sweney, Gamma Gamma
- Delphine Buvala Vass, Gamma Gamma
- Ruby Humphrey Gangloff, Gamma Gamma
- Ada Bilsland Deef, Gamma Gamma
- Nancy Latta Latta, Gamma Gamma
- Barbara Johnson Schroeder, Gamma Gamma
- Ruth Souders Sims, Gamma Gamma
- Helen Pickard Pickard, Gamma Gamma
- Venita Fox Gastineau, Gamma Gamma
- Nancy Wier Way, Gamma Gamma
- Joycelyn Workman Workman, Gamma Gamma
- Janet DeJarnatt DeJarnatt, Gamma Gamma
- Carolyn Whitcomb Jeffries, Gamma Gamma
- Barbara Williams Fenters, Gamma Gamma
- Rosemary Foley Pinson, Gamma Gamma
- Dorothy Briggs Key, Gamma Iota
- Jolene Caaffe Caffee, Gamma Iota
- Dorothy Jones Custer, Gamma Iota
- Beverly Jones Spencer, Gamma Iota
- Jodi Jenkins Jenkins, Gamma Iota
- Carole Jacobs Lawson, Gamma Iota
- Barbara Carpenter French, Gamma Iota
- Marsha Dowdy Wilkes, Gamma Iota
- Wylda Thomas Darden, Gamma Iota
- Mary Robbins Corp, Gamma Iota
- Dee Dorsett Dick, Gamma Iota
- Jackie Purkey Purkey, Gamma Iota
- Elaine Brandenburg Strickland, Gamma Iota
- Susanna Weatherford Redford, Gamma Iota
- Jennie Moore Kennedy, Gamma Iota
- Helen Elliott Evans, Gamma Iota
- Brenda Dabbs Hartke, Gamma Iota
- Terry Reardon Reardon, Gamma Iota
- Marsha Scott Laffoon, Gamma Iota
- Kathleen Jones Robinett, Gamma Iota
- Sherry White Talley, Gamma Iota
- Sandra Militzer Little, Gamma Iota
- Mary Jane Hartley Shannon, Gamma Iota
- Carolyn Hudman Polk, Gamma Iota
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- Dorothy Thompson O’Connell, Iota
- Morgan McCoy McCoy, Kappa Alpha
- Kristen Garrett Garrett, Kappa Eta
- Sandra Andrews Andrews, Kappa Eta
- Judy Corso Corso, Kappa Eta
- Erin Dunn Dunn, Kappa Psi
- Hannah Hartman Hartman, Kappa Zeta
- Dolores Misuraca Ryan, Lambda
- Jenny Andersen Andersen, Lambda
- Patricia Meadows Todhunter, Lambda
- Barbara Thompson Kent, Lambda
- Janet Marr Clinkenbeard, Lambda
- Doris Fulkerson Whitby, Lambda
- Ivy Cotter Enderwood, Lambda
- Barbara Campbell Clarey, Lambda
- Ruth Dwyer Dwyer, Lambda
- Jean Cummings Munoz-Plaza, Lambda
- Deonne Christensen Hanson, Lambda
- Margaret Wooten Eigenheer, Lambda
- Mary Weeks Rezny, Lambda
- Helen Larsen Huguley, Lambda
- Nancy Cheleden Minton, Lambda
- Patricia Kett Laughlin, Lambda
- Ann Harding King, Lambda
- Celia Gunn Ginnodo, Lambda
- Patricia McNamar Lydon, Lambda
- Margo Brown Yerman, Lambda
- Mary Stiles McBride, Lambda
- Carolyn Christian Matthias, Lambda
- Lillian Wickman Nock, Lambda
- Margaret Klaus Murphy, Lambda
- Stacey Jordan Jordan, Lambda
- Loralee Lauder Parish, Lambda
- Hana Shields Callaghan, Lambda
- Janet Charlton McKee, Lambda
- Mary Hoole, Lambda
- Caralee Luedtke Morris, Lambda
- Heidi Altorfer Gillies, Lambda
- Alpha Rogers Beamer, Lambda
- Susan Van Deren Skelly, Lambda
- Ruth Bowen Tretheway, Lambda
- Susan Jennings Strangeland, Lambda
- Joan Talbot Moore, Lambda
- Anne Konda McCall, Lambda
- Margaret Hanna Salm, Lambda
- Linda Larsen Larsen, Lambda
- Ruth Bastian Wines, Lambda
- Helen Hanna Robbins, Lambda
- Jean Dietterle Pedersen, Lambda
- Shirley Patterson Hawkins, Mu
- Sylvia Wicks Palmer, Mu
- Sally Softky Strand, Mu
- Gloria Ringrose Christie, Mu
- Marjorie Gray Hadden, Mu
- Marion Dowd Shomaker, Mu
- Dorothy Tonseth Hudson, Mu
- Karen Chermak McGary, Mu
- Alice Montbroussous Peterson, Mu
- Patricia Moffat McFadden, Mu
- Gloria Chapman Morrow, Mu
- Gene Graves Mizell, Mu
- Lenore Sheppard Hedeen, Mu
- Helen Ruth Ruth, Mu
- Madalyn Walrath Overby, Mu
- Gloria McKee Ryan, Mu
- Lois Parker Simonson, Mu
- Ann Long Olsen, Mu
- Kay Durkee Spelman, Mu
- Ruth Nordstrom Fee, Mu
- Ruth Youngs Abernethy, Mu
- Beverly Britton Hamilton, Mu
- Dorothea Tvet Comick, Mu
- Shirley Peterson Marcus, Mu
- Shirley Dahl Overby, Mu
- Betty Carter Springhill, Mu
- Jean Whitham Whitham, Mu
- Patricia Earley King, Mu
- Mary Davis Mittelstaedt, Mu
- Betteann Kemper Jones, Mu
- Lois Steven Gray, Mu
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Mary Schauder Bestul, Psi
Evelyn Iverson Zimmer, Psi
Marie Shimniok Siegfried, Psi
Genevieve Allen Allen, Psi
Marie Darrah Vierow, Psi
Patricia Sanfillippo Sanfillippo, Psi
Ruth Rossing Emery, Psi
Margaret Yordy Benton, Psi
Jeanette Wagner Paul, Psi
Ruth Noland Campbell, Psi
Patricia Schafer Braun, Psi
Donna Turneaure Habitzel, Psi
Shirley Paff Crinion, Psi
Audrey Bland Hansen, Psi
Miriam Obermeyer Kujawski, Psi
Catherine Botham Hagstrom, Psi
Junabelle Luke Mutchler, Psi
Marilyn Dye Davis, Psi
Mary Skarakis Campbell, Psi
Joan Harris Harris, Psi
Joan Tuetken Matson, Psi
Lucy Brainerd Spencer, Psi
Fannie Mitchell King, Rho
Anne Caveness Ingram, Sigma
Latrelle Dunaway Ustation, Sigma
Carol Walton Price, Sigma
Jane Manton Marshall, Sigma
Diana Sims Sims, Sigma
Mary Bonhoff Whitten, Sigma
Ruby McCollom Haley, Sigma
Sue Manton Fowler, Sigma
Gay Jarrett Snively, Sigma
Virginia Moore Miller, Sigma
Alice Fleming Stultz, Sigma
Claydean Zumbrunnen Cameron, Sigma
Carolyn Brown Richardson, Sigma
Judy Kinney Smith, Sigma
Lucille Bilsborough Hawkins, Sigma
Barbara Kabnick Everett, Sigma
Edith Thofern Tyloch, Sigma
Myrna Saffel Johnson, Tau
Eleanore Keller Huddy, Tau
Lucille Zibart Leaf, Tau
Anita Duncan Duncan, Tau
Marilyn Asher Wagoner, Tau
Jane Thevenow Hayden, Tau
Barbara Bruning Curran, Tau
Dixie Pepple Brown, Tau
Gail Greiling Wickersham, Tau
Marta Shultz Lumley, Tau
Karen Breithaupt Weber, Tau
Sally Martin Kelley, Tau
Hildegarde Gerberding Denninger, Tau
Edith Trautman McBride, Tau
Nancy Doolittle Stephens, Tau
Patricia DeLancey Fulton, Tau
Hannah Morris Wolf, Tau
Eleanor Harshman Reifsteck, Tau
Roberta Colbert Inskeep, Tau
Claudette Nebelsick McCarty, Tau
Josephine Pearson Cradick, Tau
Karen Case Garrett, Tau
Beverly Dietrich Porter, Tau
Phyllis Davis Neely, Tau
Patricia Cunningham Weaver, Tau
Billie Smith Swelstad, Tau
Joan Schmidt Schmidt, Tau
Beverly Melton Fulkerson, Tau
Barbara Ray Poulin, Tau
Eleanor Gray Ratray, Tau
Florence Labatt Adams, Tau
Ann Greiber Soedel, Tau
Ruthe Howes Palacios, Theta
Jo Anne Armstrong Holloway, Theta
Marilyn Taylor Helfinstine, Theta
Elizabeth Baker Dahm, Theta
Patricia Dickason Rasmussen, Theta
Mary Marsden Zimnie, Theta
Ruth Montgomery Cowan, Theta
Dana Ellers Ellers, Theta
Jean Schott Reardon, Theta
Winnifred McCoy Scheck, Theta
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Mary Allen Henninger, Theta
Patricia Endsley Scarbrough, Theta
Janet Elkins Feder, Theta
Tracie Aincham Aincham, Theta
Margaret Burr Abell, Theta
Juanita Pharis Budiselich, Theta
Ruth Honn Moore, Theta
Kathryn Webb Jenuine, Theta
Helen Robertson Robertson, Theta
Helen Yemm Purtell, Theta
Ruth Smythe Stevens, Theta
Dorothy Stafford Johnson, Theta
Mary Baker Vursell, Theta
Marjorie Fowler Ayers, Theta
Kathryn Monroe Michener, Theta
Thelma Allman MacKenzie, Theta
Esther McLaren Baker, Theta
Norma Netzoe Miles, Theta
Evelyn Hill Seth, Theta
Nedra Hollis George, Theta
Emily Volker Volker, Theta
Marion Nordstrand Maher, Theta
Mary Westwood Vibert, Theta
Evelyn Kluge Muzumdar, Theta
Ruth Beers Gray, Theta
Mildred Coe Nelson, Theta
Marjorie Fulwider Ringer, Theta
Ebba Berg Berg, Theta
Bernice Reavy Johnson, Theta
Virginia Baker Baker, Theta
Barbara Skinner Slibeck, Theta
Janet Johnson Martin, Theta
Dorothy Timm Lyle, Theta
Martha Tapscott Watson, Theta
Evelyn Erikson Moore, Theta
Rosanna Fleming Conover, Theta
Wilna Slapak Sona, Theta
Blanche Hollandsworth Larson, Theta
Dorothy Howe Hodgkin, Theta
Louise Linderoth Christiansen, Theta
Mary Kane Crowley, Theta
Sabra Caylor Andrews, Theta
Virginia Hyslop Rudder, Theta
Betty Benson Thurn, Theta
Betty Bradley Schuerman, Theta
Gloria Beil Sterling, Theta
Audrey Wilson Carlborn, Theta
Pauline Rist Boone, Theta
Eileen Barkfnekht Kretz, Theta
Phyllis Jordan Brown, Theta
Barbara Sang Melancon, Theta
Mary Kinsler Ernsburger, Theta
Margaret Brooks Comstock, Theta
Ermina Busch Busch, Theta
Hazel Bowls Moore, Theta
Hazel Coffey Giehler, Theta
Carol White Carlson, Theta
Mildred Ball Hedges, Theta
Fern Wieher Malottke, Theta
Kathleen McLoughlin Miner, Theta
Jean Dilley Rausch, Theta
Carolyn Penwell Orweller, Theta
Dorothy Wolfe Spencer, Theta
Joan Fagerburg Shurtleff, Theta
Myrtle Garwood Garwood, Theta
Jean VanOrmer Swanson, Theta
Alice Goodman Lawley, Theta
Grace Goodmann Dahlberg, Theta
Jeanne Thomson Strauch, Theta
Janice Kell Oliver, Theta
Margaret England Wicks, Theta
Ann Pelrine Chatel, Theta
Joan Scherb Dunbar, Theta
Barbara Newton Morrison, Theta
Marilyn Owens Owens, Theta
Arden Burns Rains, Theta
Margaret Stone Holt, Theta
Lois Moffett Beckenbaugh, Theta
Carol Andrews Madison, Theta
Barbara Hummer Hawthorne, Theta
Dixie Chandler Cushing, Theta
Joanna Beggs Pittman, Theta
Julia Ragsdale Ragsdale, Theta
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- Lynne Wiley Ruiz, Theta
- Martha Cluever Schubert, Theta
- Nancy Dowling Clemmer, Theta
- Marilyn Dangwill Taras, Theta
- Amy Gray Gray, Theta
- Elizabeth Cleveland Boshardy, Theta
- Gloria Oakes Jeffrey, Theta
- Carol Wandschneider Wandschneider, Theta
- Amy Schmitt Angelovic, Theta
- Beverly Fordyce Hickman, Theta
- Kerri Kosck Kosck, Theta
- Erin Childs Childs, Theta
- Susan Watne Long, Theta
- Patricia Schnell Schnell, Theta
- Norma Kuchman Thompson, Theta
- Dorothy Lathrop Lathrop, Theta
- Esther Ewald Ewald, Theta
- Mildred Thal Smith, Theta
- Gloria Alexa VanDyke, Theta
- Tara Price Price, Theta Alpha
- Doris Avery Avery, Theta Alpha
- Kristin Buckner Moore, Theta Alpha
- Aubrye Harris Foote, Theta Beta
- Erin O'Neil O'Neil, Theta Chi
- Cynthia Moore Piazza, Theta Delta
- Brandi Brown Greenwood, Theta Epsilon
- Diana Harrison Harrison, Theta Epsilon
- Melissa Rojas Rojas, Theta Epsilon
- Cassandra Wright Seanoa, Theta Eta
- Ryan Dennis Dennis, Theta Iota
- Lucy Taylor Snell, Theta Iota
- Allison Conner Conner, Theta Lambda
- Claire Spence Spence, Theta Mu
- Lauren Marshall Marshall, Theta Omicron
- Tifanee Elbert Elbert, Theta Omicron
- Keira Dillon Dillon, Theta Omicron
- Tara Gardner Gardner, Theta Phi
- Langdon Thomas Thomas, Theta Upsilon
- Judy Muirhead Ballew, Upsilon
- Diane Petersen Fischer, Upsilon
- Patricia Riley Lobbato, Upsilon
- Patricia Burres Thompson, Upsilon
- Juanita Mahon Kincaid, Upsilon
- Alice Howard Mitchell, Upsilon
- Doretha Miller Summers, Upsilon
- Audrey Wallace Avanzino, Upsilon
- Jane Sheppard Merydith, Upsilon
- Naomi Stanley Kulp, Upsilon
- Violet Bollinger Munt, Upsilon
- Constance Shupe Plants, Upsilon
- Joan Pine Smith, Upsilon
- Phyllis Wold Norton, Upsilon
- Catherine Coshow Hoover, Upsilon
- Shirley Lanouette Vossen, Upsilon
- Alice Griffith Thornton, Upsilon
- Krista Davis Davis, Upsilon
- Marilee Wilson Denio, Upsilon
- Eleanor Geisler Durland, Upsilon
- Mary Brooke Scheid, Upsilon
- Lois Wagner Jones, Upsilon
- Audrey Sheldon Hartleben, Upsilon
- Betty Barner Wade, Upsilon
- Patricia Caton Aeppli, Upsilon
- Marjorie Scott McCall, Upsilon
- Marilyn Kurtz Hopkins, Upsilon
- Judith Skow Holt, Upsilon
- Sandra Todd Nyberg, Upsilon
- Diana Dietsch Scott, Upsilon
- Janis Duncan Shinn, Upsilon
- Patricia Lattropp Evans, Upsilon
- Terry Bockes Figueras, Upsilon
- Kathryn Kroeger Bowne, Upsilon
- Lois Lee Kelly, Upsilon
- Arlene Peoples Wakefield, Upsilon
- Patricia Warrington Daniels, Upsilon
- Virginia Wright Marion, Upsilon
- Marilyn Burris Graham, Upsilon
- Virginia Thomas Grubb, Upsilon
- Thais Crandall Conklin, Upsilon
- Mary Spencer Everist, Upsilon
- Ruth Young Cordon, Upsilon
- Yvonne Christlieb McAdoo, Upsilon
- Buena Stewart Washburn, Upsilon
- Diana Simpson Edwards, Upsilon
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Charlotte Bates Gunn, Upsilon
Brenda Nelson Potwin, Upsilon
Beverley Hofstetter Rogers, Upsilon
Charlotte Wales Worstell, Upsilon
Betty Meyer Terpin, Upsilon
Kathryn Richen Wassam, Upsilon
Agnes Moll Chirgwin, Upsilon
Eileen Lehman Weatherly, Upsilon
Carol Lounsbury Porter, Upsilon
Lorraine Olberg Babylon, Upsilon
Marjorie Albright Hazlett, Xi
Dona Benscheidt Aldea, Xi
Barbara Barnhill Oberlander, Xi
Harriet Flood Musgrove, Xi
Sally Jennings Jennings, Xi
Kerianne Tupac Tupac, Xi
Arlene Abel Luchsinger, Xi
Kathleen Sowers Mawdsley, Xi
Jeri Crowley Crowley, Xi
Caroline Morriss Hines, Xi
Lezlie Hartford Hartford, Xi
Margaret Roberts Stehlik, Xi
Nita Brewster Grier, Xi
Joanna Challman Challman, Xi
Elva Huslig Fellows, Xi
Carol Dunn Tucker, Xi
Phyllis Mowery Keating, Xi
Ruth Penrod Mathews, Xi
Jennifer Riley Musson, Xi
Karyn Pishny Bredehoft, Xi
Alice Hayes Burke, Xi
Ruth Routon Rader, Xi
Zelina Higginbottom Hickox, Xi
Dot Taylor Taylor, Xi
Mary Lou Brewer Akright, Xi
Martha Paulson Pope, Xi
Sue Moore Hutton, Xi
Sandra Powell Stout, Xi
Nancy Mast Maxwell, Xi
Christa Patrick Patrick, Xi
Ina Brewster Fakhoury, Xi
Alice Clayton Amyx, Xi
Elizabeth Courtney Sack, Xi
Eileen Dalton Haggerty, Zeta
Mary Lansdale Rydholt, Zeta
Merrily Clift Clift, Zeta
Kathryn Hershey Layne, Zeta
Louise Steuart Sylvester, Zeta
Jeanette Gilbert Goffredi, Zeta
Louise Odineal Pinckernell, Zeta
Betty Ferris Morgan, Zeta
Shirley Ullom Filcik, Zeta
Elise Brandenburger Brown, Zeta
Tammi Purks Rombach, Zeta Chi
Betty Glasgow Cheeseman, Zeta Delta
Michelle Godoy Morales, Zeta Epsilon
Lisa Bauer Bauer, Zeta Iota
Sally Adnopoz Adnopoz, Zeta Lambda
Karri Willemssen Willemssen, Zeta Mu
Sarah Ragle Weddington, Zeta Nu
Ann Prendergast Prendergast, Zeta Phi
Annie Canzoneri Lambert, Zeta Phi
Angela Duff Tufts, Zeta Zeta
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